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The Mermaids of New Orleans Feb 08 2021 Illustrations and rhyming text introduce some of the mermaids
who, for centuries, have lived in a city beneath the Mississippi River, visiting New Orleans each year on
Mardi Gras.
Andrew Jackson and the Miracle of New Orleans Mar 09 2021 Another history pageturner from the authors
of the #1 bestsellers George Washington's Secret Six and Thomas Jefferson and the Tripoli Pirates. The War
of 1812 saw America threatened on every side. Encouraged by the British, Indian tribes attacked settlers in
the West, while the Royal Navy terrorized the coasts. By mid-1814, President James Madison’s generals had
lost control of the war in the North, losing battles in Canada. Then British troops set the White House ablaze,
and a feeling of hopelessness spread across the country. Into this dire situation stepped Major General
Andrew Jackson. A native of Tennessee who had witnessed the horrors of the Revolutionary War and Indian
attacks, he was glad America had finally decided to confront repeated British aggression. But he feared that
President Madison’s men were overlooking the most important target of all: New Orleans. If the British
conquered New Orleans, they would control the mouth of the Mississippi River, cutting Americans off from
that essential trade route and threatening the previous decade’s Louisiana Purchase. The new nation’s
dreams of western expansion would be crushed before they really got off the ground. So Jackson had to
convince President Madison and his War Department to take him seriously, even though he wasn’t one of the
Virginians and New Englanders who dominated the government. He had to assemble a coalition of frontier
militiamen, French-speaking Louisianans,Cherokee and Choctaw Indians, freed slaves, and even some
pirates. And he had to defeat the most powerful military force in the world—in the confusing terrain of the
Louisiana bayous. In short, Jackson needed a miracle. The local Ursuline nuns set to work praying for his
outnumbered troops. And so the Americans, driven by patriotism and protected by prayer, began the battle
that would shape our young nation’s destiny. As they did in their two previous bestsellers, Kilmeade and
Yaeger make history come alive with a riveting true story that will keep you turning the pages. You’ll finish

with a new understanding of one of our greatest generals and a renewed appreciation for the brave men who
fought so that America could one day stretch “from sea to shining sea.”
Walking New Orleans Jan 19 2022 Get to Know the Famous Louisiana City’s Vibrant and Historic
Neighborhoods From Lakeview and Mid-City to the Saenger Theatre and the Mercedes-Benz Superdome, the
Big Easy is one of the world’s most fascinating places to explore. Grab your walking shoes, and become an
urban adventurer. Lifelong resident and acclaimed author Barri Bronston leads you on 33 unique walking
tours in this comprehensive guidebook. Visit the legendary restaurants, music clubs, parks, and
museums—and go beyond the obvious—with self-guided tours through the incomparable Crescent City.
Escape into nature at Audubon Park. Enjoy a walk at the Lafitte Greenway, the premier walkway from the
French Quarter to City Park. Take in the refreshing views along the Lakefront. Marvel at the stunning and
historic architecture of Old Metairie. With this guide in hand, you’ll soak up the history, gossip, trivia, and
more. The tours offer Barri’s tips on where to eat, drink, dance, and play. With humorous anecdotes,
surprising stories, and fun facts to share with others, this guidebook has it all. Whether you’re looking for the
lively flair of Magazine Street or a hip neighborhood like Faubourg Marigny, Walking New Orleans will get
you there. Find a route that appeals to you, and walk New Orleans!
Good Night New Orleans Nov 24 2019 The rhythmic language of this charming board book guides children
through the passage of both a single day and the four seasons while saluting the iconic sites and attractions
of New Orleans. From jazz musicians and the Mississippi River to Mardi Gras festivities and the French
Quarter, these colorful pages explore the many fun and exciting aspects of the Crescent City.
The Seamstress of New Orleans Oct 28 2022 Set against the backdrop of the first all-female Mardi Gras
krewe at the turn-of-the-century, the acclaimed author’s mesmerizing historical novel tells of two strangers
separated by background but bound by an unexpected secret—and of the strength and courage women draw
from and inspire in each other. “An undercurrent of New Orleans’s dark side propels the story, heightening
the tension and supplying McPhail with a wealth of evocative details.” – Publishers Weekly The year 1900
ushers in a new century and the promise of social change, and women rise together toward equality. Yet rules
and restrictions remain, especially for women like Alice Butterworth, whose husband has abruptly
disappeared. Desperate to make a living for herself and the child she carries, Alice leaves the bitter cold of
Chicago far behind, offering sewing lessons at a New Orleans orphanage. Constance Halstead, a young
widow reeling with shock under the threat of her late husband’s gambling debts, has thrown herself into
charitable work. Meeting Alice at the orphanage, she offers lodging in exchange for Alice’s help creating a
gown for the Leap Year ball of Les Mysterieuses, the first all‐female krewe of Mardi Gras. During Leap Years,
women have the rare opportunity to take control in their interactions with men, and upend social convention.
Piece by piece, the breathtaking gown takes shape, becoming a symbol of strength for both women, reflecting
their progress toward greater independence. But Constance carries a burden that makes it impossible to feel
truly free. Her husband, Benton, whose death remains a dangerous mystery, was deep in debt to the Black
Hand, the vicious gangsters who controled New Orleans’ notorious Storyville district. Benton’s death has not
satisfied them. And as the Mardi Gras festivities reach their fruition, a secret emerges that will cement the
bond between Alice and Constance even as it threatens the lives they’re building . . .
The Year Before the Flood Jan 27 2020 Ned Sublette traces an arc of his own experience, from the white
supremacy of segregated 1950s Louisiana through the funky year of 2004-2005. By turns irreverent, joyous,
darkly comic, passionate, and polemical, he juxtaposes the city's crowded calendar of parties, festivals, and
parades with the murderousness of its poverty and its legacy of racism. With a grand cast of musicians and
barkeeps, scholars and thugs, vibrating with the sheer excitement of New Orleans, The Year Before the Flood
is an affirmation of the power of the city's culture and a heartbreaking tale of loss.
Madam Jun 24 2022 When vice had a legal home and jazz was being born—the captivating story of an
infamous true-life madam New Orleans, 1900. Mary Deubler makes a meager living as an “alley whore.” That
all changes when bible-thumping Alderman Sidney Story forces the creation of a red-light district that’s
mockingly dubbed “Storyville.” Mary believes there’s no place for a lowly girl like her in the high-class
bordellos of Storyville’s Basin Street, where Champagne flows and beautiful girls turn tricks in luxurious
bedrooms. But with gumption, twists of fate, even a touch of Voodoo, Mary rises above her hopeless lot to
become the notorious Madame Josie Arlington. Filled with fascinating historical details and cameos by Jelly
Roll Morton, Louis Armstrong, and E. J. Bellocq, Madam is a fantastic romp through The Big Easy and the
irresistible story of a woman who rose to power long before the era of equal rights.
Landmarks of New Orleans Sep 22 2019 This attractive volume presents a brief history and photographs of
more than 250 notable structures and sites throughout New Orleans. Complete with maps identifying where

each structure is located, this significant resource is organized by neighborhood and includes French Quarter
townhouses, plantation homes on Bayou St. John, Garden District mansions, notable churches, distinctive
warehouses, banks, and schoolhouses.
Almost Hollywood, Nearly New Orleans Aug 22 2019 A free ebook version of this title is available through
Luminos, University of California Press’s Open Access publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn
more. Early in the twenty-first century, Louisiana, one of the poorest states in the United States, redirected
millions in tax dollars from the public coffers in an effort to become the top location site globally for the
production of Hollywood films and television series. Why would lawmakers support such a policy? Why would
citizens accept the policy’s uncomfortable effects on their economy and culture? Almost Hollywood, Nearly
New Orleans addresses these questions through a study of the local and everyday experiences of the film
economy in New Orleans, Louisiana—a city that has twice pursued the goal of becoming a movie production
capital. From the silent era to today’s Hollywood South, Vicki Mayer explains that the aura of a film economy
is inseparable from a prevailing sense of home, even as it changes that place irrevocably.
Above New Orleans May 31 2020 The first full-length book of drone photography of the Crescent City, Above
New Orleans offers readers perspectives never before captured by a camera. Overhead scenes cover the
entire metropolis, from the French Quarter to Uptown, from the Mississippi River to Lake Pontchartrain,
from Westwego to New Orleans East, and from Gentilly to Gretna. A detailed description accompanies each
image, providing insight into the history, geography, and architecture of this dazzling municipality. As this
volume demonstrates, the vantage points afforded by the drone-mounted camera reveal fascinating views
otherwise unobtainable in the often compact environment of New Orleans. “To me a roofscape is the tout
ensemble of urban elements,” writes Richard Campanella in the book’s preface, “particularly in dense
neighborhoods, visible from a perch that is high enough to be synoptical, yet low enough to be intimate.
Roofscapes are the intermediary between the more familiar concepts of streetscapes and landscapes; they
are the oblique, three-dimensional renderings of cityscapes.” Capturing these views of New Orleans required
the specialized equipment and expertise of retired Italian engineer Marco Rasi, who has mastered the new
technology of drone photography in his adopted hometown. His adept piloting and keen eye made for, in
Rasi’s words, “the perfect platform to capture those rooftop perspectives I had always savored, as no aircraft
or helicopter could ever do.” Above New Orleans: Roofscapes of the Crescent City beautifully documents the
aesthetic wonder of the city’s singular urban landscape.
The World That Made New Orleans Jun 19 2019 Tells the story of one of America's most complex cities, with
an emphasis on New Orleans's musical heritage and its first century filled with war, religious conflicts,
slavery, and its struggles with France, Spain, and England.
Changes in the Air Jun 12 2021 Hurricanes have been a constant in the history of New Orleans. Since before
its settlement as a French colony in the eighteenth century, the land entwined between Lake Pontchartrain
and the Mississippi River has been lashed by powerful Gulf storms. Time and again, these hurricanes have
wrought immeasurable loss and devastation, spurring reinvention and ingenuity on the part of inhabitants.
Changes in the Air offers a rich and thoroughly researched history of how hurricanes have shaped and
reshaped New Orleans from the colonial era to the present day, focusing on how its residents have adapted to
a uniquely unpredictable and destructive environment across more than three centuries.
Flame of New Orleans Feb 20 2022
A Pattern Book of New Orleans Architecture Aug 26 2022
Geographies of New Orleans Mar 21 2022 Geographies of New Orleans integrates hundred of historical
sources with custom-made maps, graphs, photos, and satellite images to explore the intricate urban fabrics of
one of the world's most fascinating cities from its fragile deltaic terrain to its striking built environment, from
its diverse ethnic makeup to its devastation by Hurricane Katrina.
Quintus Jul 13 2021 From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author Kym Grosso Powerful vampire,
Quintus Tullius, returns to New Orleans after a demon attacks. Elusive and lethal, he conceals his true
powers from all others, wielding his strength over the centuries as he sees fit. When he’s healed by an
attractive stranger, he quickly realizes her altruistic actions are driven by more than kindness, and she is not
who she appears to be. Unsure if he can trust the dangerous beauty, he swears to protect her, captivated by
the one creature he’d never expected to flame his desire. Gabriella Savoie has been on the run since she was
thirteen years old. Determined to survive, she practices a unique blend of magick to hide from the coven who
seeks her death. Desperate, she leads a treacherous existence in underground clubs, selling her mystical
blood to vampires to survive. Drawn to the one person who can save her, she spirals into an erotic journey,
exploring her hidden fantasies within the arms of the seductive vampire. From Louisiana to New York, their

sensual and perilous adventure leads them to discover ancient secrets, searching for the artifact that will set
her beast free. As Gabriella accepts her fate, will she sacrifice her magick to be with the vampire who is her
true mate? Will Quintus trust her and reveal his powers, acknowledging the unexpected bond to a woman
who isn’t human? And will he be able to save her, thwarting the impending evil that descends on Big Easy?
Stay Out of New Orleans Feb 26 2020 Stay Out of New Orleans: Strange Tales A crass tour of feral street life
in New Orleans in the 1990's. A lucid walk through the shadows of North America's best and weirdest city, a
place that bewitches some visitors and infects others. A bohemia stretching back to the dawn of absinthe. A
town of hidden doors, hidden courtyards, and open secrets. Each day a fresh crime eager to happen,
transcendent, fertile. Death lurking in every bar. No one knew it was a golden age............ See what the flood
washed away... Self published in 2012, Stay Out of New Orleans has become an underground New Orleans
cult classic and has gone on to sell a couple of thousand copies strictly by word of mouth and carried in but a
couple of local stores. Now re-designed and re-formatted these 13 stories of NOLA 1990's street life will
continue to find a new audience of readers-those both enchanted and those repelled by the city.
Murder in New Orleans May 11 2021 New Orleans in the 1920s and 1930s was a deadly place. In 1925, the
city’s homicide rate was six times that of New York City and twelve times that of Boston. Jeffrey S. Adler has
explored every homicide recorded in New Orleans between 1925 and 1940—over two thousand in
all—scouring police and autopsy reports, old interviews, and crumbling newspapers. More than simply
quantifying these cases, Adler places them in larger contexts—legal, political, cultural, and
demographic—and emerges with a tale of racism, urban violence, and vicious policing that has startling
relevance for today. Murder in New Orleans shows that whites were convicted of homicide at far higher rates
than blacks leading up to the mid-1920s. But by the end of the following decade, this pattern had reversed
completely, despite an overall drop in municipal crime rates. The injustice of this sharp rise in arrests was
compounded by increasingly brutal treatment of black subjects by the New Orleans police department. Adler
explores other counterintuitive trends in violence, particularly how murder soared during the flush times of
the Roaring Twenties, how it plummeted during the Great Depression, and how the vicious response to
African American crime occurred even as such violence plunged in frequency—revealing that the city’s cycle
of racial policing and punishment was connected less to actual patterns of wrongdoing than to the national
enshrinement of Jim Crow. Rather than some hyperviolent outlier, this Louisiana city was a harbinger of the
endemic racism at the center of today’s criminal justice state. Murder in New Orleans lays bare how decadesold crimes, and the racially motivated cruelty of the official response, have baleful resonance in the age of
Black Lives Matter.
Snippets of New Orleans Aug 14 2021 FROM THE INTRODUCTION: Snippets are fragments of things. They
are people observed, foods consumed, ornaments spotted: a man on a streetcar, crawfish shells on the
sidewalk, an ornate cornstalk-shaped fence. I believe that to immerse oneself in a place means to try and hold
all its elements, past and present, grandiose and mundane, in a single plane of vision. This is, of course,
impossible. The result is fragments, vignettes. In Jackson Square, for example: a vision of the first French
settlers coming up the Mississippi alongside the sight of a garishly painted street performer harassing
passers-by. If we cannot hold all facets of a place in our mind at once, I think the next best thing is to honor
our fragmented understanding, to see in "Snippets." I learned and re-learned a lot of things making this book.
I learned that even in my "home" in Louisiana I feel I am an outsider peering into a window. I re-learned how
beautiful and bizarre New Orleans is, how every street has a distinct personality. . . . I re-learned that I know
very little about anything, and that the more I learn the more I realize how little I know. I learned that asking
for entry into people's personal lives is complicated and requires a lot of mental and ethical somersaults. This
book is my most earnest and honest reflection of New Orleans: triumphant and tragic, gaudy and gritty,
elegant and ugly, rich and poor, a city that embodies all these and other polar opposites with a perverse kind
of grace. My account is flawed and incomplete in the way all our experiences are flawed and incomplete:
there are always vistas left to see, flavors left to try, stories left to hear; there are assumptions made, words
misunderstood, histories distorted. May this book communicate the New Orleans I know, and may you weave
your own New Orleans truth between the pages. - Emma Fick
Mr. New Orleans Sep 27 2022 Wiseguys called him "the Keith Richards of the American Mafia" and JFK hero
Jim Garrison denounced him as "one of the most notorious vice operators in the history of New Orleans" ...
but you can just call him MR. NEW ORLEANS. Mr. New Orleans tells the incredible story of Frenchy
Brouillette, a redneck Cajun teenager who stole his big brother's motorcycle and embarked on a 60-year
vacation to New Orleans, where he became a legendary gangster and the underworld political fixer for his
cousin, Louisiana Governor Edwin Edwards. Written by Crescent City native Matthew Randazzo V, the

wickedly funny Mr. New Orleans is the first book to ever break the code of secrecy of the New Orleans Mafia
Family, the oldest and most mysterious criminal secret society in America. "Mr. New Orleans is a rollicking,
disturbing ride through the underbelly of a bygone New Orleans, lined with moments of dark, side-splitting
hilarity. If you're a fan of James Lee Burke, drop what you're reading and pick this one up. In an era when
popular wisdom tells us T.V. has stolen all depth from the literary true-crime narrative, Matthew Randazzo
has found a way to beat that trend mightily; he's gone straight to the source and captured the singular,
confounding voice of the New Orleans' mafia's top political fixer with fast-paced, riveting prose and a fine
journalist's eye for detail." Chris Rice, New York Times Bestselling Author "Mr. New Orleans is a total
knockout: Take everything you ever imagined about the sleazy good times to be had in New Orleans -- the
sleazy good times capital of America -- and quadruple it, and you have a hint of what's inside these sticky
pages." Bill Tonelli, Author of The Italian American Reader and Editor for Esquire and Rolling Stone
Soul by Soul Dec 06 2020 Soul by Soul tells the story of slavery in antebellum America by moving away from
the cotton plantations and into the slave market itself, the heart of the domestic slave trade. Taking us inside
the New Orleans slave market, the largest in the nation, where 100,000 men, women, and children were
packaged, priced, and sold, Walter Johnson transforms the statistics of this chilling trade into the human
drama of traders, buyers, and slaves, negotiating sales that would alter the life of each. What emerges is not
only the brutal economics of trading but the vast and surprising interdependencies among the actors
involved.
The Axeman of New Orleans Apr 29 2020 From 1910 to 1919, New Orleans suffered at the hands of a serial
killer. The story has been the subject of short stories, novels, and the television series American Horror Story.
But the full story of gruesome murders, accused innocents, public panic, the New Orleans Mafia, and a
mysterious killer has never been written--until now. The Axeman broke into the homes of Italian grocers in
the dead of night, leaving his victims in a pool of blood. Iorlando Jordano and his son Frank were wrongly
accused of one of those murders; corrupt officials convicted them with coerced testimony. Miriam C. Davis
here expertly tells the story of the search for the Axeman and of the exoneration of the Jordanos. She proves
that the person suspected of being the Axeman was not the killer--and that the Axeman continued killing after
leaving New Orleans in 1919.
Semi-annual Report of the Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans Nov 05 2020
Royal Street Oct 16 2021 As the junior wizard sentinel for New Orleans, Drusilla Jaco spends more of her
time mixing potions and retrieving pixies than she does sniffing out supernatural bad guys that slip over from
the preternatural beyond. It is DJ's eccentric boss and mentor, Gerald St. Simon, who is tasked with
protecting the city. But when Hurricane Katrina hammers the city's fragile levees, it unleashes more than just
flood waters. As the winds howl and Lake Pontchartrain surges, the borders between the modern city and the
Otherworld start to crumble away ... Now the dead and the restless are roaming the Big Easy, and a serial
killer with ties to voodoo is murdering soldiers sent to help the city recover. To make it worse, Gerald St.
Simon has gone missing, the wizards' Elders have assigned a grenade-toting asshat as DJ's new partner, and
the pirate Jean Lafitte - who has an impressive libido for a 200-year-old - wants her to walk his plank. If she is
going to survive, DJ will have to learn that loyalty requires sacrifice, allies can be found in unlikely places ...
and that duty mixed with love creates one bitter gumbo.
The Battle of New Orleans Sep 15 2021 The Battle of New Orleans was the climactic battle of America's
"forgotten war" of 1812. Andrew Jackson led his ragtag corps of soldiers against 8,000 disciplined invading
British regulars in a battle that delivered the British a humiliating military defeat. The victory solidified
America's independence and marked the beginning of Jackson's rise to national prominence. Hailed as
"terrifically readable" by the Chicago Sun Times, The Battle of New Orleans is popular American history at its
best, bringing to life a landmark battle that helped define the character of the United States.
Desire and Disaster in New Orleans Jan 07 2021 Most of the narratives packaged for New Orleans's many
tourists cultivate a desire for black culture—jazz, cuisine, dance—while simultaneously targeting black people
and their communities as sources and sites of political, social, and natural disaster. In this timely book, the
Americanist and New Orleans native Lynnell L. Thomas delves into the relationship between tourism, cultural
production, and racial politics. She carefully interprets the racial narratives embedded in tourism websites,
travel guides, business periodicals, and newspapers; the thoughts of tour guides and owners; and the stories
told on bus and walking tours as they were conducted both before and after Katrina. She describes how, with
varying degrees of success, African American tour guides, tour owners, and tourism industry officials have
used their own black heritage tours and tourism-focused businesses to challenge exclusionary tourist
representations. Taking readers from the Lower Ninth Ward to the White House, Thomas highlights the ways

that popular culture and public policy converge to create a mythology of racial harmony that masks a long
history of racial inequality and structural inequity.
The French Quarter of New Orleans Jul 01 2020 The author, a native of New Orleans, displays his passion for
the "French Quarter" of the city in 106 color photographs highlighting Old World architecture, style, and
history that has made this section of the city famous throughout the world.
Cityscapes of New Orleans Apr 22 2022 Exploring the Crescent City from the ground up, Richard
Campanella takes us on a winding journey toward explaining the city’s distinct urbanism and eccentricities.
In Cityscapes of New Orleans, Campanella—a historical geographer and professor at Tulane
University—reveals the why behind the where, delving into the historical and cultural forces that have shaped
the spaces of New Orleans for over three centuries. For Campanella, every bewildering street grid and
linguistic quirk has a story to tell about the landscape of Louisiana and the geography of its bestknown city.
Cityscapes of New Orleans starts with an examination of neighborhoods, from the origins of faubourgs and
wards to the impact of the slave trade on patterns of residence. Campanella explains how fragments of New
Orleans streets continue to elude Google Maps and why humble Creole cottages sit alongside massive Greek
Revival mansions. He considers the roles of modern urban planning, environmentalism, and preservation, all
of which continue to influence the layout of the city and its suburbs. In the book’s final section, Campanella
explores the impact of natural disasters as well-known as Hurricane Katrina and as unfamiliar as “Sauvé’s
Crevasse,” an 1849 levee break that flooded over two hundred city blocks. Cityscapes of New Orleans offers a
wealth of perspectives for uninitiated visitors and transplanted citizens still confounded by terms like
“neutral ground,” as well as native-born New Orleanians trying to understand the Canal Street Sinkhole.
Campanella shows us a vibrant metropolis with stories around every corner.
Caribbean New Orleans Oct 24 2019 Combining Atlantic and imperial perspectives, Caribbean New Orleans
offers a lively portrait of the city and a probing investigation of the French colonists who established racial
slavery there as well as the African slaves who were forced to toil for them. Casting early New Orleans as a
Caribbean outpost of the French Empire rather than as a North American frontier town, Cecile Vidal reveals
the persistent influence of the Antilles, especially Saint-Domingue, which shaped the city's development
through the eighteenth century. In so doing, she urges us to rethink our usual divisions of racial systems into
mainland and Caribbean categories. Drawing on New Orleans's rich court records as a way to capture the
words and actions of its inhabitants, Vidal takes us into the city's streets, market, taverns, church, hospitals,
barracks, and households. She explores the challenges that slow economic development, Native American
proximity, imperial rivalry, and the urban environment posed to a social order that was predicated on slave
labor and racial hierarchy. White domination, Vidal demonstrates, was woven into the fabric of New Orleans
from its founding. This comprehensive history of urban slavery locates Louisiana's capital on a spectrum of
slave societies that stretched across the Americas and provides a magisterial overview of racial discourses
and practices during the formative years of North America's most intriguing city.
Simon of New Orleans Jul 25 2022
The Dragon of New Orleans Nov 17 2021 A seductive but reclusive dragon saves the life of a terminal cancer
patient in exchange for her help breaking a voodoo curse.
Ghost Stories of Old New Orleans Jul 21 2019 “He struck a match to look at his watch. In the flare of the
light they saw a young woman just at Pitot’s elbow—a young woman dressed all in black, with pale gold hair,
and a baby sleeping on her shoulder. She glided to the edge of the bridge and stepped noiselessly off into the
black waters.”—from Ghost Stories of Old New Orleans Ghosts are said to wander along the rooftops above
New Orleans’ Royal Street, the dead allegedly sing sacred songs in St. Louis Cathedral, and the graveyard
tomb of a wealthy madam reportedly glows bright red at night. Local lore about such supernatural sightings,
as curated by Jeanne deLavigne in her classic Ghost Stories of Old New Orleans, finds the phantoms of bitter
lovers, vengeful slaves, and menacing gypsies haunting nearly every corner of the city, from the streets of the
French Quarter to Garden District mansions. Originally printed in 1944, all forty ghost stories and the
macabre etchings of New Orleans artist Charles Richards appear in this new edition. Drawing largely on
popular legend dating back to the 1800s, deLavigne provides vivid details of old New Orleans with a cast of
spirits that represent the ethnic mélange of the city set amid period homes, historic neighborhoods, and
forgotten taverns. Combining folklore, newspaper accounts, and deLavigne’s own voice, these phantasmal
tales range from the tragic—brothers, lost at sea as children, haunt a chapel on Thomas Street in search of
their mother—to graphic depictions of torture, mutilation, and death. Folklorist and foreword contributor
Frank A. de Caro places the writer and her work in context for modern readers. He uncovers new information
about deLavigne’s life and describes her book’s pervasive lingering influence on the Crescent City’s culture

today.
The Irish in New Orleans Aug 02 2020 In this well-researched volume, historian Dr. Laura D. Kelley tells the
colorful, entertaining, and often adventurous history of the Irish in New Orleans. From “Bloody” O'Reily in
the eighteenth century to the great churches and charitable organizations built by the Irish Famine
immigrants in the nineteenth century to the Irish-dominated politics of the twentieth century, and including
Irish dance, music, and sports, the author introduces the reader to a hitherto untold story of one of America's
most historical cities. The book also includes essays by Betsy McGovern recalling her involvement in the
city's Irish music scene and Terrence Fitzmorris who discusses wakes and funerary practices of the Irish. The
lively and readable text is beautifully illustrated with photographs by Carrie Lee Schwartz that convey the
continuing vibrancy of the Irish community of the Crescent City.
Inventing New Orleans May 23 2022 Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904) prowled the streets of New Orleans from
1877 to 1888 before moving on to a new life and global fame as a chronicler of Japan. Hearn's influence on
our perceptions of New Orleans, however, has unjustly remained unknown. In ten years of serving as a
correspondent and selling his writing in such periodicals as the "New Orleans Daily Item," "Times-Democrat,"
"Harper's Weekly," and "Scribner's Magazine" he crystallized the way Americans view New Orleans and its
south Louisiana environs. Hearn was prolific, producing colorful and vivid sketches, vignettes, news articles,
essays, translations of French and Spanish literature, book reviews, short stories, and woodblock prints. He
haunted the French Quarter to cover such events as the death of Marie Laveau. His descriptions of the seamy
side of New Orleans, tainted with voodoo, debauchery, and mystery made a lasting impression on the nation.
Denizens of the Crescent City and devotees who flock there for escapades and pleasures will recognize these
original tales of corruption, of decay and benign frivolity, and of endless partying. With his writing, Hearn
virtually invented the national image of New Orleans as a kind of alternative reality to the United States as a
whole. S. Frederick Starr, a leading authority on New Orleans and Louisiana culture, edits the volume,
adding an introduction that places Hearn in a social, historical, and literary context. Hearn was sensitive to
the unique cultural milieu of New Orleans and Louisiana. During the decade that he spent in New Orleans,
Hearn collected songs for the well-known New York music critic Henry Edward Krehbiel and extensively
studied Creole French, making valuable and lasting contributions to ethnomusicology and linguistics. Hearn's
writings on Japan are famous and have long been available. But "Inventing New Orleans: Writings of Lafcadio
Hearn" brings together a selection of Hearn's nonfiction on New Orleans and Louisiana, creating a previously
unavailable sampling. In these pieces Hearn, an Anglo-Greek immigrant who came to America by way of
Ireland, is alternately playful, lyrical, and morbid. This gathering also features ten newly discovered sketches.
Using his broad stylistic palette, Hearn conjures up a lost New Orleans which later writers such as William
Faulkner and Tennessee Williams used to evoke the city as both reality and symbol. Lafcadio Hearn
(1850-1904) was a prolific writer, critic, amateur engraver, and journalist. His many books-on a diverse range
of subjects-include "La Cuisine Creole: A Collection of Culinary Recipes" (1885), "Gombo Zhebes" (1885),
"Chita" (1889), and "Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan" (1894). S. Frederick Starr is chair of the Central AsiaCaucasus Institute at Johns Hopkins University. His previous writings on Louisiana culture include "New
Orleans Unmasqued" (1989), "Southern Comfort: The Garden District of New Orleans" (1998), and "Louis
Moreau Gottschalk" (2000).
FABULOUS NEW ORLEANS Apr 10 2021 This classic reprint evokes a city steeped in the traditions and
idiosyncrasies of three cultures--French, Spanish, and American. Known widely as one of Louisiana's great
writers, Lyle Saxon documented many of the quirks and mysteries of New Orleans. His narratives include a
vivid picture of Mardi Gras as seen through the eyes of a young boy, a brief history of the city, and accounts
of strange and remarkable events, including the great Mississippi flood of 1927, the year of the great plague,
and a voodoo cult ceremony. By any standards, New Orleans is a unique city, and Saxon depicts it unadorned,
with all its flaws and glories.
Zeitoun Dec 18 2021 In August, 2005, as Hurricane Katrina blew in, the city of New Orleans had been
abandoned by most citizens. But resident Abdulrahman Zeitoun, though his wife and family had gone, refused
to leave. For days he traversed an apocalyptic landscape of flooded streets by canoe. He protected
neighbours' properties, fed trapped dogs and rescued survivors. But eventually he came to the attention of
those 'guarding' this drowned city. Only then did Zeitoun's nightmare really begin. Zeitoun is the powerful,
ultimately uplifting true story of one man's courage when confronted with an awesome force of nature
followed by more troubling human oppression.
Haunted New Orleans Sep 03 2020 Travel beyond Bourbon Street into the macabre history of one of the
most haunted cities in the United States with the author of Wicked New Orleans as your guide. New

Orleans—the Big Easy, the birthplace of jazz, home of Cafe du Monde and what some call the most haunted
city in America. Beneath the indulgence and revelry of the Crescent City lies a long history of the dark and
mysterious. From the famous “Queen of Voodoo,” Marie Laveau, who is said to haunt the site of her grave, to
the wicked LaLauries, whose true natures were hidden behind elegance and the trappings of high society,
New Orleans is filled with spirits of all kinds. Some of the ghosts in these stories have sordid and scandalous
histories, while others are friendly specters who simply can’t leave their beloved city behind. Join
supernatural historian Troy Taylor as he takes readers beyond the French Quarter and shows a side of New
Orleans never seen. Includes photos!
New Orleans funk guitar Oct 04 2020 In this book Shane discusses and demonstrates all the stylistic
elements that set the music of New Orleans apart. Topics include funk rhythms, muting and 16th-note
grooves, the clave, melodic phrases, authentic second line grooves, and Cajun and Zydeco styles. All the
music is demonstrated on the included recording featuring Shane and a group of premier New Orleans
musicians.
New Orleans Noir Mar 29 2020 “Explores the dark corners of our city . . . set both pre- and post-Katrina . . .
harrowing reading, to be sure, but it’s pure page-turning pleasure, too.” —The Times-Picayune Residents of
the Big Easy are proud of its unique history and character. Resourceful and resilient, they are survivors—of
natural disasters, as well as everyday tragedies. For off the beaten path, where tourists never travel, is a city
that revels in scandal, sin, and seduction. New Orleans Noir includes stories by Ace Atkins, Laura Lippman,
Patty Friedmann, Barbara Hambly, Tim McLoughlin, Olympia Vernon, David Fulmer, Jervey Tervalon, James
Nolan, Kalamu ya Salaam, Maureen Tan, Thomas Adcock, Jeri Cain Rossi, Christine Wiltz, Greg Herren, Julie
Smith, Eric Overmyer, and Ted O’Brien. “A vivid series of impressions of the city in moments that brought out
either the best or worst in people . . . a thrilling read and a harbinger of what should be an interesting stream
of works.” —Gambit Weekly “When you’ve waded through these anguished pages, you can begin to
understand why—as corrupt as it is, as broken as it is—so many of New Orleans’s refugees still long to go
home.” —Mystery Scene “Excellent . . . Appropriately, Smith divides the book into pre- and post-Katrina
sections, and many of the more powerful tales describe the disaster’s hellish aftermath.” —Publishers Weekly
New Orleans Dec 26 2019 But, in meeting them, the city's diverse ethnic groups - French, Spanish, AngloAmerica, and African-American - have created a place with a history and culture unlike any other in North
America.".
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